STUDIES IN THE AGE OF CHAUCER
ers might assume were the property of Lollards: he discussed theological issues in the vernacular and hinted that an intellectual crackdown on heresy might be counterproductive. His ideal was of a ''rational, intellectualized faith grounded in the study of Scripture'' (p. 78). Capgrave was not a Lollard sympathizer, but Winstead shows that in the mid-fifteenth century there was more to orthodoxy than Arundel's Constitutionsand that apparently bland genres such as hagiography might be vehicles for vernacular theological enquiry.
Oddly enough, Capgrave, the author of one of the longest virgin martyr legends in Middle English, seems not to have been very interested in virginity. The argument relies in part on the negative evidence of opportunities to expand on virginity that Capgrave neglected, and in part on evidence for his engagement with pious matrons. Winstead acknowledges that there is no specific record of Capgrave having contact with his contemporary and neighbor Margery Kempe (who found Lynn's Augustinian friars tolerant of her crying in sermons), but draws attention to similarities between her Book and Capgrave's representation of pious women. The analysis returns to the Life of St. Katherine (evidently Winstead's favorite of Capgrave's works) with a perceptive reading of Katherine's mother as a fifteenth-century noblewoman, managing family interests.
Finally, Capgrave is placed within the tradition that David Lawton describes as the ''dullness'' of the fifteenth century. Like contemporaries such as Lydgate and Hoccleve, Capgrave found conventionality a convenient vehicle for comment on unsettled times. Winstead compares the St. Katherine with Lydgate's St. Edmund, a text generally accepted to have offered instruction on kingship to the young Henry VI. Katherine again features as a negative example, a monarch whose reluctance to rule-expressed in terms very similar to hostile descriptions of Henry VI's ineffective rule-led to the invasion of her capital and her own death. In both instances, as Winstead acknowledges, the poets have to wrestle with the generic norms of hagiography in order to expand its remit, with the surprising result that Capgrave represents the pagan emperor Maxentius as, at least initially, a more competent ruler that the Christian queen Katherine.
Although these arguments produce a coherent account of Capgrave's thought and works, some details of the analysis may be questioned. It is possible that the emphasis on authorial intention and coherence understates the effects of patronage and genre, and Capgrave's political personality seems curiously static for a man who lived through seventyone turbulent years. Winstead supports the claim that St. Katherine encoded anxieties over Henry VI's rule by referring to its limited circulation: its content, she implies, made it a risky text. However, none of Capgrave's works circulated widely: indeed, St. Katherine, with four extant manuscripts, was probably (then as now) the most popular. Capgrave's extant, but unedited biblical commentaries are barely mentioned: it would be interesting to know whether they bear out the identification of his ''dissident orthodoxy,'' or whether he thought differently in Latin scholarship. However, these are minor quibbles. This book is a persuasive and subtle analysis of a neglected writer in his historical, political, and regional contexts, which enriches the fields of vernacular theology, East Anglian culture, and fifteenth-century literature.
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